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Nucleic Acids Res. Due to the fact that the fifth streak plate was once again unsuccessful, an alternate for the
gram negative bacterium was also provided. The results from the second streak plate were positive and
showed one perfectly isolated colony. After consultation with the professor, it was explained that the gram
negative bacterium never should have been attempted to grow on a milk agar plate. They are not required for
growth on glucose and they are not part of the media from the original citation. All Rights Reserved. These
microorganisms range from deadly to vital for life and health to continue. Address correspondence to Gary B.
The gram stain from one of the more isolated colonies revealed purple coccyx, a confirmed gram positive
result, which narrowed the list of possibilities down to three bacteria. While P. Literature Cited Bradley DE.
After incubating the streaked plate for 16â€”24 hours colonies will be large, opaque, and convex with a
slightly rough edge and light tan in color. Next, a urea, maltose, and nitrate test were conducted to further
narrow down the possibilities of bacteria. One interesting feature is that a number of these studies have
identified the bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens as a low-abundance member of the indigenous microbiota
of various body sites, including the mouth, stomach, and lungs 1 , â€” 5. Journal of Microbiological Methods.
Huffnagle, ude. Longitudinal assessment of Pseudomonas aeruginosa in young children with cystic fibrosis.
Semin Respir Infect. The most likely reason for failing to see growth after streaking from the frozen stocks is
use of an incorrect antibiotic plate. J Gen Virol. The bacterium can be spread in hospitals from such a thing as
simple as health care workers not washing their hands, or from a piece of equipment that was not properly
cleaned. Activities of Pseudomonas aeruginosa effectors secreted by the Type III secretion system in vitro and
during infection. Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a bacterium that can cause an infection in almost any part of the
human body. The instructor was once again consulted when the results were inconclusive, and an alternate for
the gram positive bacterium was presented. Introduction: There are microorganisms on every single thing in
our world. Ventilator-associated pneumonia. Genome Biol. The fourth streak plate returned with no isolated
colonies so a fifth and final streak plate was created. Comprehensive transposon mutant library of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. I also had trouble getting the correct bacteria to grow on the correct plates. The
result from the colony taken from the first streak plate and grown on the nutrient agar appeared to be
contaminated. Open in a separate window aIt is possible to make the 1x from sterile stock solutions with good
aseptic technique. Infect Immun. There is also an intriguing association between P. From that point the entire
process was recommenced. I encountered several problems with my streak plates and isolating the bacteria
from each other, none of them being correct. The large genome size and complexity reflect the physiologic
adaptability of P.


